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A role for genetics?
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Is selection the same everywhere?
• Does infection select for the same or different genetic variants in 

different locations? 
• Does genetic variation in responsive loci vary between sites? 
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ABSTRACT Ostreid herpesvirus (OsHV) can cause mass mortality events in Pacific oyster aquaculture. While
various factors impact on the severity of outbreaks, it is clear that genetic resistance of the host is an important
determinant of mortality levels. This raises the possibility of selective breeding strategies to improve the genetic
resistance of farmed oyster stocks, thereby contributing to disease control. Traditional selective breeding can be
augmented by use of genetic markers, either via marker-assisted or genomic selection. The aim of the current
study was to investigate the genetic architecture of resistance to OsHV in Pacific oyster, to identify genomic
regions containing putative resistance genes, and to inform the use of genomics to enhance efforts to breed for
resistance. To achieve this, a population of !1,000 juvenile oysters were experimentally challenged with a
virulent form of OsHV, with samples taken frommortalities and survivors for genotyping and qPCR measurement
of viral load. The samples were genotyped using a recently-developed SNP array, and the genotype data were
used to reconstruct the pedigree. Using these pedigree and genotype data, the first high density linkage map
was constructed for Pacific oyster, containing 20,353 SNPs mapped to the ten pairs of chromosomes. Genetic
parameters for resistance to OsHV were estimated, indicating a significant but low heritability for the binary trait
of survival and also for viral load measures (h2 0.12 – 0.25). A genome-wide association study highlighted a
region of linkage group 6 containing a significant QTL affecting host resistance. These results are an important
step toward identification of genes underlying resistance to OsHV in oyster, and a step toward applying genomic
data to enhance selective breeding for disease resistance in oyster aquaculture.
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A specific variant of the ostreid herpesvirus (OsHV-1-mvar) has been
suggested to be the main cause of periodic mass mortality events in

farmed Pacific oysters (Crassostrea gigas) worldwide (Segarra et al.
2010), with other contributing factors potentially including Vibrio bac-
terial infection and elevated temperature (Petton et al. 2015; Malham
et al. 2009). Given that Pacific oysters account for 98% of global oyster
production, which was estimated at!0.6M tons in 2015, this pathogen
is a significant problem for global aquaculture. Due to the current lack
of effective options to prevent or control disease outbreaks (e.g., no
option for vaccination and limited evidence of effective biosecurity)
improving host resistance toOsHV-1 via selective breeding has become
a major target.

A significant additive genetic component has been described for
survival during OsHV-1 infection, with estimated heritability values
ranging from 0.21 to 0.63 (Azéma et al. 2017; Camara et al. 2017;
Dégremont et al. 2015a). Substantial efforts are being made to establish
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• “Only” 20353 SNPs 
• Known pedigree to 

increase LD

• Clean data based on 
individual GT
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aMbM

About a decade ago, a fully sequenced genome was big 
news. But now, owing to rapid advances in next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) technology and computer algorithms 
for assembling short reads, we are enjoying the avail-
ability of an ever increasing number of genomes from 
a broad spectrum of non-model organisms1. In parallel 
with the growing catalogue of reference genomes, a vari-
ety of approaches have emerged that seek to character-
ize the genome-wide polymorphism patterns. Arguably, 
the most comprehensive polymorphism data so far have 
been generated by single-nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP) microarrays in humans2,3. More recently, the 
field has begun moving towards the characterization 
of full genome sequences, with 1000 genome projects 
completed for humans4, Arabidopsis thaliana5 and cattle6. 
In Drosophila melanogaster too, hundreds of genomes 
have already been sequenced, and other species, such as 
pigs and dogs, are catching up. Does this imply that we 
have now captured all of the relevant variation and that, 
despite some minor bits and pieces of data remaining 
to be filled, in essence we are close to what we need to 
understand variation in these species?

Probably the best demonstration that this is not the 
case comes again from human genetics. The analysis 
of human diseases and other complex traits indicated 
that even the analysis of several thousand individuals 
frequently turned out to be insufficient to determine the 
underlying genetic architecture7,8. Given this scale, it is 
clear that many research questions cannot be addressed 

by whole-genome sequencing of individuals, even 
though the sequencing costs of a human genome have 
now decreased below the ‘magic line’ of US$1,000 (REF. 9).

In this Review, we discuss whole-genome sequencing 
of pools of individuals (Pool-seq) — an approach that 
provides genome-wide polymorphism data at consid-
erably lower costs than sequencing of individuals. We 
explain why Pool-seq is more cost-effective, compare 
it to other approaches, review dedicated software tools, 
and discuss limitations and further directions. On the 
basis of various intraspecific whole-genome Pool-seq 
studies, we demonstrate its versatility and efficacy in 
facilitating a broad range of genome-wide analyses. 
However, we do not cover the metagenomic analysis 
of pools consisting of multiple species, as this has been 
reviewed elsewhere10.

The cost-effectiveness of Pool-seq
Key to population genetic surveys is information about 
polymorphic positions in the genome and the frequen-
cies of variant alleles in various populations. The power 
of many genetic analyses increases with the accuracy 
to which allele frequencies can be determined from 
population samples. Pool-seq provides more accu-
rate allele frequency estimation at a lower cost than 
sequencing of individuals11,12. To understand the basis 
of this difference, it is important to remember that 
allele frequencies are typically estimated from samples 
drawn from a larger population. Smaller sample sizes 
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Next-generation sequencing
(NGS; also known as 
second-generation 
sequencing). An umbrella  
term for different sequencing 
platforms delivering millions  
of short DNA sequence reads.

Reads
DNA sequences that are 
generated by next-generation 
sequencing.

Sequencing pools of individuals — 
mining genome-wide polymorphism 
data without big funding
Christian Schlötterer1, Raymond Tobler1,2, Robert Kofler1 and Viola Nolte1

Abstract | The analysis of polymorphism data is becoming increasingly important as a 
complementary tool to classical genetic analyses. Nevertheless, despite plunging 
sequencing costs, genomic sequencing of individuals at the population scale is still 
restricted to a few model species. Whole-genome sequencing of pools of individuals 
(Pool-seq) provides a cost-effective alternative to sequencing individuals separately.  
With the availability of custom-tailored software tools, Pool-seq is being increasingly used 
for population genomic research on both model and non-model organisms. In this Review, 
we not only demonstrate the breadth of questions that are being addressed by Pool-seq 
but also discuss its limitations and provide guidelines for users.
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ABSTRACT Ostreid herpesvirus (OsHV) can cause mass mortality events in Pacific oyster aquaculture. While
various factors impact on the severity of outbreaks, it is clear that genetic resistance of the host is an important
determinant of mortality levels. This raises the possibility of selective breeding strategies to improve the genetic
resistance of farmed oyster stocks, thereby contributing to disease control. Traditional selective breeding can be
augmented by use of genetic markers, either via marker-assisted or genomic selection. The aim of the current
study was to investigate the genetic architecture of resistance to OsHV in Pacific oyster, to identify genomic
regions containing putative resistance genes, and to inform the use of genomics to enhance efforts to breed for
resistance. To achieve this, a population of !1,000 juvenile oysters were experimentally challenged with a
virulent form of OsHV, with samples taken frommortalities and survivors for genotyping and qPCR measurement
of viral load. The samples were genotyped using a recently-developed SNP array, and the genotype data were
used to reconstruct the pedigree. Using these pedigree and genotype data, the first high density linkage map
was constructed for Pacific oyster, containing 20,353 SNPs mapped to the ten pairs of chromosomes. Genetic
parameters for resistance to OsHV were estimated, indicating a significant but low heritability for the binary trait
of survival and also for viral load measures (h2 0.12 – 0.25). A genome-wide association study highlighted a
region of linkage group 6 containing a significant QTL affecting host resistance. These results are an important
step toward identification of genes underlying resistance to OsHV in oyster, and a step toward applying genomic
data to enhance selective breeding for disease resistance in oyster aquaculture.
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various factors impact on the severity of outbreaks, it is clear that genetic resistance of the host is an important
determinant of mortality levels. This raises the possibility of selective breeding strategies to improve the genetic
resistance of farmed oyster stocks, thereby contributing to disease control. Traditional selective breeding can be
augmented by use of genetic markers, either via marker-assisted or genomic selection. The aim of the current
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regions containing putative resistance genes, and to inform the use of genomics to enhance efforts to breed for
resistance. To achieve this, a population of !1,000 juvenile oysters were experimentally challenged with a
virulent form of OsHV, with samples taken frommortalities and survivors for genotyping and qPCR measurement
of viral load. The samples were genotyped using a recently-developed SNP array, and the genotype data were
used to reconstruct the pedigree. Using these pedigree and genotype data, the first high density linkage map
was constructed for Pacific oyster, containing 20,353 SNPs mapped to the ten pairs of chromosomes. Genetic
parameters for resistance to OsHV were estimated, indicating a significant but low heritability for the binary trait
of survival and also for viral load measures (h2 0.12 – 0.25). A genome-wide association study highlighted a
region of linkage group 6 containing a significant QTL affecting host resistance. These results are an important
step toward identification of genes underlying resistance to OsHV in oyster, and a step toward applying genomic
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individual GT

• ‘Dirty’ data estimating 
population allele frees

• Whole genome coverage 
(Millions of SNPs) 

• Fairly robust estimates 
• Can be applied to wild/field 

populations
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FRIENO shared contigsHedgecock et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2012) and bivalves in general
(Saavedra and Bachère 2006). In the current study, distorted markers
were included for the linkage group assignment, but were filtered out
for the determination of the order in the LG. It has been argued that
distorted markers can affect marker ordering, albeit the effect on map
construction has been shown to beminor (Hackett andBroadfoot 2003;
Guo et al. 2012).

Ameasureof thequalityof the linkagemapwasgivenbyoverlapwith
a previous linkage map described by Hedgecock et al. (2015). Several
hundred SNPs were successfully re-mapped to the same LG, indicating
correct LG definition. Accordingly, reference genome assembly errors

observed by Hedgecock et al. (2015) were also observed in our high-
density linkage map, where almost!40% of the mapped scaffolds were
assigned to more than one LG (File S1). This linkage map should be
able to provide a good base for the identification of assembly errors and
the potential re-assembly of the genome, which seems like a require-
ment tomaximize its utility for future genomics research in this species.

GWAS and associated genes
The association analyses forOsHV-1 survival and viral load suggest that
both traits are likely to be impacted by multiple genomic regions, albeit
the putative QTL on LG 6 potentially explains a large proportion of the

n Table 2 The top ten markers associated with survival

SNP ID LG (position cM)
LG nearest marker

(position cM)
Scaffold

(position bp) A1 A2 GenABEL EMMAX PVE
Nearest
Gene

AX-169184215 LG 6 (42.46) — scaffold241 (824,662) T G 3.94E-08" 4.74E-10" 0.0473 CORO1B
AX-169192574 Unassigned LG 6 (54.61) scaffold1827 (350,776) A G 2.91E-07" 7.79E-08" 0.0411 MYO10
AX-169208860 Unassigned LG 1 (54.37) scaffold714 (58,763) G A 0.000124 5.72E-07" 0.0224 CYP1A1
AX-169209993 LG 7 (9.48) — scaffold1599 (493,016) T C 0.000115 1.56E-06" 0.0231 D2R
AX-169207075 LG 5 (47.54) — scaffold57 (142,065) C T 0.004125 1.09E-05 0.0122 IFT88
AX-169210119 Unassigned LG 6 (29.41) scaffold198 (583,825) T C 0.000194 2.25E-05 0.0206 RANBPM
AX-165319118 LG 5 (25.77) — scaffold43494 (138,038) G A 0.000519 4.82E-05 0.019 KPNA1
AX-169158711 LG 6 (42.59) — scaffold109 (558,765) G A 0.000468 6.48E-05 0.0183 CASP
AX-169199571 LG 10 (42.24) — scaffold186 (320,367) C T 3.85E-05 7.02E-05 0.0247 AP1AR
AX-169168346 LG 3 (43.83) — scaffold1785 (251356) G T 0.000568 8.37E-05 0.018 KIF6
"Genome-wide significant (P, 0.05) markers. A1 & A2, major and minor allele. PVE, phenotypic variation explained by the SNP. The physical position of the SNPs on
the Scaffolds are given according to the Pacific oyster reference assembly (Genbank ID GCA_000297895.1).

Figure 2 Manhattan plots for the GWAS for A) survival and B) Viral load. The position of the SNPs on the X axis is calculated according to the
linkage map, Y axis represents the significance value shown as log10 of the p-value. “NA” represent a chromosome that contains markers not
assigned to any linkage group. Horizontal red line indicates the genome-wide significance threshold.
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ABSTRACT Ostreid herpesvirus (OsHV) can cause mass mortality events in Pacific oyster aquaculture. While
various factors impact on the severity of outbreaks, it is clear that genetic resistance of the host is an important
determinant of mortality levels. This raises the possibility of selective breeding strategies to improve the genetic
resistance of farmed oyster stocks, thereby contributing to disease control. Traditional selective breeding can be
augmented by use of genetic markers, either via marker-assisted or genomic selection. The aim of the current
study was to investigate the genetic architecture of resistance to OsHV in Pacific oyster, to identify genomic
regions containing putative resistance genes, and to inform the use of genomics to enhance efforts to breed for
resistance. To achieve this, a population of !1,000 juvenile oysters were experimentally challenged with a
virulent form of OsHV, with samples taken frommortalities and survivors for genotyping and qPCR measurement
of viral load. The samples were genotyped using a recently-developed SNP array, and the genotype data were
used to reconstruct the pedigree. Using these pedigree and genotype data, the first high density linkage map
was constructed for Pacific oyster, containing 20,353 SNPs mapped to the ten pairs of chromosomes. Genetic
parameters for resistance to OsHV were estimated, indicating a significant but low heritability for the binary trait
of survival and also for viral load measures (h2 0.12 – 0.25). A genome-wide association study highlighted a
region of linkage group 6 containing a significant QTL affecting host resistance. These results are an important
step toward identification of genes underlying resistance to OsHV in oyster, and a step toward applying genomic
data to enhance selective breeding for disease resistance in oyster aquaculture.
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A specific variant of the ostreid herpesvirus (OsHV-1-mvar) has been
suggested to be the main cause of periodic mass mortality events in

farmed Pacific oysters (Crassostrea gigas) worldwide (Segarra et al.
2010), with other contributing factors potentially including Vibrio bac-
terial infection and elevated temperature (Petton et al. 2015; Malham
et al. 2009). Given that Pacific oysters account for 98% of global oyster
production, which was estimated at!0.6M tons in 2015, this pathogen
is a significant problem for global aquaculture. Due to the current lack
of effective options to prevent or control disease outbreaks (e.g., no
option for vaccination and limited evidence of effective biosecurity)
improving host resistance toOsHV-1 via selective breeding has become
a major target.

A significant additive genetic component has been described for
survival during OsHV-1 infection, with estimated heritability values
ranging from 0.21 to 0.63 (Azéma et al. 2017; Camara et al. 2017;
Dégremont et al. 2015a). Substantial efforts are being made to establish
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FR-IE-NO Functions

• caveat: just old genome 
annotation squeezed on new 
assembly (~18000 genes) 

• new annotation is on the way

• only few outlier SNPs in coding regions or 
closely linked to predicted genes 

• many predictions without annotation 

• Ntoables: 
• lncRNA - regulatory function?  
• Cathepsin Z - phagocytosis?  
• Scavenger receptors

linked

unlinked



Transplant (assaying the same gene pool in different mortality events)

1. before vs. after mortality samples from field collected animals 

2. before vs. after mortality samples from lab bred animals reciprocally 
transferred between sites 

3. (6 Italian populations with varying histories of disease)   

Dunvarghan Bay, IE 
24 before vs. 24 after

Oslo Fjord, NO 
6 before vs. 6 after

La Tremblade, FR 
30 before vs. 40 after

Rade de Brest, FR 
30 before vs.  
- 30 after from Brest 
- 20 after from Sylt 
- 32 survivors from previous 

mortality

Sylt, DE 
30 before vs.  
30 after from Sylt 
30 after from Brest

Italy 
6 x 30 individuals

REVENGE
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Sylt oysters: mortality Sylt vs Brest

• 890478 SNPs (minimum coverage: 20, 
min. minor allele frequency mia = 0.1) 

• 87 outliers

• 922921 SNPs (minimum coverage: 20, 
min. minor allele frequency mia = 0.1) 

• 109 outliers
oyster: Sylt 
Mortality: Sylt

oyster: Sylt 
mortality: Brest
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• 2 shared SNPs
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FR vs IE vs NO
• 2 shared SNPs

• 12 contigs shared between 
different sites

• selection acts differently on 
the same gene pool!

includes utg878 
utg1750



Sylt oysters: Functions

• Notables: 

• Cathepsin Z 
• exonucleases 
• Gramicidin synthetase

linked

unlinked



Conclusion

• There are common genomic regions shared between distinct 
mass mortality events - resistant lines might work globally to a 
given extent

Good news:

Not so good news:
• Many more genomic regions specific to different populations 

and/or mortality events 
• Specific regions show stronger allele frequency shifts 
• real targets of selection (i.e. genes) are still elusive
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Os-Hv1 mortalities



Sylt: shared contigs

• not the strongest allele frequency shifts in the shared contigs


